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Totaled
It's All About Him
Suicide. That's what being with Kate Browdy is. She's
sick. And now my father has knocked her out because
her immune system can't deal with this virus. Seven
years of fighting leukemia is destroying her. I can't
deal with this. I'm not strong like her. Survival instinct
kicks in, so I do what I know-I call Ellie. Numb the
pain. But there shouldn't even be pain. What is it
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about this girl? She's not good for me, and I'm not
good for her. I'm a freaking disaster, and Kate
deserves better. Maybe it's time to cut my losses.

The Pleasure of His Company
Do you ever feel like you could do more with your life,
but you don't know where to start? Do great ideas
keep going through your mind, barely changing from
year to year? Do you need the tools to get you going
in the right direction? This book has one purpose: To
help you make your dream come true, no matter how
big that dream might be. To change your life you
need the desire to change and the commitment to
make that change possible through action. Mind to
Mind Conversations will help start you on the path to
a new life.

It's All about Him
1st Place Gold Award in the 2015 Feathered Quill
Book Program for Science Fiction/Fantasy! Finalist in
the 2014 Book Pipeline Contest! Travel to the future it will only cost you everyone you love. Attacked and
injected with a drug which slows his metabolism to a
fraction of normal, Martin James becomes an unwilling
time traveler who hurtles through the years. His
children grow up, his wife grows older, and his only
hope is finding the people who injected him in the
first place- not an easy task when one day for Martin
lasts four years. And while Martin James strives to find
a cure before everyone he loves is gone, others are
uncertain if his journey can be stopped at all. W.
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Lawrence weaves a dystopian future filled with the
best and worst of humanity, highlights the blessings
and curses of technology, and pushes the limits of
faith and hopelessness. Above all, Syncing Forward is
a tale of one man's love for his family, and their
devotion to saving him from being lost forever.

It's All about Him
Josie had lived across the street from Benjamin most
of her life. As a young teen she admired him for his
good looks and then for the hardworking man he
appeared to her young eyes. She made up her mind
he was to be her first lover. She waited until the
summer before going away to college to make her
bold move. Benjamin was reluctant and concerned
about his sudden and mutual attraction for the
eighteen year old across the street. It should not have
happened, yet he knew it was real and possibly his
last chance for true love. All the signs were there. All
he had to do was accept Josie as the woman in his
dreams and let destiny take its course. Fate is cruel
and cuts their love affair short. Josie is heartbroken
and then somehow Benjamin touched her soul over
the years making her believe that true love never dies
and mated souls are never truly separated. Benjamin
always believed they would meet again. But can Josie
endure their time apart and remain connected to her
greatest love?

It's All about Him
After 17 years of marriage, three beautiful children,
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and a full-time ministry, it became harder and harder
for me to be involved in the day-to-day aspects of fulltime ministry. I began to seek alternative ways to
continue to reach out to women without being
physically at church, and at my husband's prompting,
I begin writing a blog called "It's all about Him". These
posts are not big miraculous happenings, but are
words of encouragement and strength highlighting
simple, everyday life lessons, some funny, some
scary, some serious, but all real and fulfilling. Through
these simple experiences, I have learned that life is
what you make it. This book was literally pushed into
existence by the women who have been
extraordinarily blessed by the blog. Hopefully, you will
laugh a little, relate a little, and at the end of the day,
come to realize that it's really all about Him.

Tears
'Oh my gosh, this book is laugh-out-loud hilarious, I
was cracking up the entire time! The jokes are great!
The banter is awesome! I’m in love!' Crocklife, 5 stars
New Year’s Eve. The most over-rated night of the
year, right? I have to get through a night of enforced
fun, drink all the prosecco and talk about new
beginnings. But I don’t want new beginnings. I want
my old beginning back. It’s been ten days, two hours
and forty-three minutes since Tansy got dumped. Two
heartbreaking weeks since Renzo, who made her
weak at the knees and dizzy with excitement, found
out Tansy’s secret – and ended it on the spot. Since
then, she’s spent every evening scrolling through
their old photos, drunk texted him twenty-six times
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(he stopped reading after five), and lost count of how
many packets of Kleenex she’s cried her way through.
That’s where Operation Get Renzo Back comes in. She
ropes in a new wing-woman, maxes out her credit
card and accidentally-on-purpose bumps into him at
every opportunity. Oh, and she finds a fake boyfriend,
as you do… But while she’s busy pretending, Tansy’s
plan is thrown a major curveball. She has to learn the
hard way that it’s not her, it’s him – and that
sometimes, a break-up can end up being the making
of you. A fresh, funny and fabulous novel for anyone
who has been dumped, got a post-break-up haircut,
stalked an ex on Facebook, and then realised they
were WAY better off without them. Fans of Sophie
Kinsella, Lindsey Kelk and Matt Dunn will love this
laugh-out-loud read. Readers absolutely love It’s Not
You It’s Him: ‘OMG I loved it. Sophie Ranald has done
it again. I could not put the book down.’ NetGalley
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I absolutely loved this book. I
devoured it in less than a day.’ Goodreads Reviewer,
5 stars ‘Let me just say I LOVED this so much.’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘This book is absolutely
amazing and you can't help but binge read all the
words… Couldn’t put it down.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5
stars ‘I absolutely loved this book! Sophie Ranald has
managed to perfectly balance romance, comedy and
some pretty serious topics.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Had
me laughing, crying and I simply couldn’t put it down.
I raced through it in a few hours. And I simply loved
it.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Amazing and hilarious… I
had a blast reading it… It’s a straight-up five-star read
for me!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars 'I adored this
book! I loved every hilarious, emotional and romantic
moment (and had to stay up long past my bed time to
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finish!) Brilliant.' NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I could
not put this book down!! I was in love from the first
page. The main character was someone I want to
have coffee with. It was like talking to your girlfriends
Amazing!!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Totally
hooked me in… I loved the humor… I am excited to
recommend this book to my friends!’ NetGalley
Reviewer ‘Seriously funny… I cannot recommend this
book highly enough and will be telling all the patrons
that come into my library for a good summer read to
get this!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I was
constantly saying I'm just going to read a little longer
until I finally looked up and it was 2:00 in the morning
and I had finished the book.’ NetGalley Reviewer
‘Genuinely made me laugh out loud! Perfect.’
Goodreads Reviewer ‘A feel-good, laugh-out-loud rom
com that is hugely relatable.’ Goodreads Reviewer
‘Absolutely gorgeous… Sharp humour, witty
characters, real dialogue and lots of laughs sewn
together with awkward and heartfelt moments. VERY
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5
stars ‘I struggled to put this book down! Sophie
Ranald really brought all the feels… Definitely pick up
this book!’ Dream Come Review

Taken by You
The Devil in Disguise Ever since he survived a suicide
attempt, New York artist Stan Foster has not been
himself. Plagued by amnesia and a head full of visions
of death and destruction that fuel his ever-more
disturbing work, he claws his way through a life he
doesn't recognize in search of his true identity. What
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he finds leads him to believe he is Satan, spit out
from the bowels of hell to live among the mortal
inhabitants of earth. Is he delusional, or is there truth
behind this troubling revelation? One woman can help
him find out. Enter Abigail: lapsed Catholic, lonely city
dweller, and psychiatrist with a heart of gold. Meeting
Stan makes her question everything she's believed
about faith and humanity for so long, but she must
overcome her own troubled background to offer him
the redemption he needs-and ultimately wants.

It's All about Him
Click this link to read a review of How Faith Works.
This book is autobiographical in concept, as the
author has had many experiences in life, in addition
to his bouts with cancer and his subsequent survival.
As the author brings his story to you in this book, his
attempt is to present things in a sequence that
explain them in the order of importance in his life. The
author's life was riddled with ups and downs from
inception, because of the absence of his father and
mother, but the best thing that happens to him is that
he was raised by his loving and caring grandmother,
Mandy. Although many of the situations and
experiences he faced existed in his life in Alabama in
1930s, they still exist in African American families and
their communities today. As a result, Matt has a keen
sense of the value of education, which he learned
from his grandmother Mandy and other life
experiences during the time he lived in Alabama.
Matt's years as a child growing up in rural Alabama
during 1930s-50s, at best was turbulent times for
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young African American boys, yet he rode horses with
his "white friend", "J", a White kid that lived nearby at
the time. Because of Matt's faith, taught to him by his
grandmother Mandy, he was not afraid to take
chances and try new things. At age 19 Matt went to
work in Pensacola, Florida. Later that same year, he
bought a 1939, pretty green Chevy. Matt was never
deterred by life decisions, and still believes it is his
faith that has brought him through many ordeals in
his life. He has stepped out on "faith", and prevailed
in turning what would have toppled the average big
city kid; but not Matt, he turns negatives into
positives, and perseveres as he gets up again, and
again.

Just To See Him Again
This book contains many Scripture verses and is
meant for all those who are looking for the truth of
what life truly holds for each of us. I've chosen this
particular verse of Scripture in hopes that the Holy
Spirit will inspire you to walk with Him. II Timothy 3:
14 - 17 But you, remain faithful to what you have
learned and believed, because you know from whom
you learned it, and that from infancy you have known
the sacred Scriptures, which are capable of giving you
wisdom for salvation through the faith in Christ Jesus.
All Scripture is inspired by God and is useful for
teaching for refutation, for correction, and for training
in righteousness, so that one who belongs to God may
be competent, equipped for every good work. Frances
DiCrescenza, mother of 5 children and grandmother
of 13 grandchildren. Her inspiration to write on faith
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and total trust in Jesus Christ has been a tremendous
blessing for the many people who are confused about
their own faith and need the love and understanding
of a truly Majestic God who loves us all.

Fiddler's Ridge
Alan and Denise Jackson's life seemed like a fairy tale:
high school sweethearts marry young and leave smalltown Georgia to pursue big dreams in Music City.
They pay their dues, work hard, weather deep
disappointments. Then their dreams come true. In
fairy tales, the Jacksons' material success?plus their
"perfect" marriage, their three beautiful daughters,
and their supportive families?would have signaled a
happily-ever-after ending. But real life is different
from fairy tales. At the pinnacle of their success, the
Jacksons separated. For Alan, musical renown fame,
and wealth still did not make up for the marital
problems the Jacksons had struggled with for years.
And for Denise, building her life around Alan and
riding the tide of his success had somehow left her
hollow, unsure of just who she really was. You don't
have to be rich and famous to go through struggles
like these. Sooner or later, we all come to the point
when we relize that real joy and peace isn't just
around the corner of the next achievement, the next
relationship, the next new thing. That's why Alan and
Denise Jackson's story isn't just a great read and a
dramatic, intimate look at the golden world of
celebrity. It's a story of the greatest love of all, the
love that will never let you go . . . and how to find it,
no matter who you are, where you live, or what
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you've done. "Denise's story is an inside perspective
on the results of the ups and downs of fame. Her
personal struggles with life's ordinary and
extraordinary consequences, her passion to have a
stronger marriage, and her desire to have a closer
walk with God make for a truly inspiring life." ?Carrie
Underwood, 2005 American Idol Winner, ACM & CMA
Female Vocalist of the Year

Goodbye Caution
This book was written to open blind eyes and to
inform the Body of Christ of Satan, his agents, and
their under minding efforts to destroy and derail the
Church. Like it or not, you have an enemy who is bent
on destruction. This book will help you avoid
deceptions that come in disguise. Your eye will
become trained to the snares enemies lay around on
the ground, in your home, and in your presence. This
book will teach you how to pay attention to the
atmosphere around you and make you aware when
something has shifted in the wrong direction. God has
many things for us and he wants our story to be, "God
gave this to me and I still have it!" Not that the Devil
stole it from me! We won't be destroyed for lack of
knowledge. It's not a long read but a deep read straight to the point, an eye opening read.

A Mind to Mind Conversation
All I wanted was an internship. I never thought I'd end
up dating a billionaire. Penelope Wells is about to
start her last semester in college and dreams of
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working at a large tech company in San Francisco.
When her best friend and roommate, Nicolette, scores
her an internship interview at RandomMeetX, a
multibillion-dollar singles app, she couldn't be more
thrilled. But when she goes in for her interview, her
life changes forever. Blake Hunter is the CEO of
RandomMeetX and a misogynistic billionaire who
craves control and power. When he sees Penelope in
his building, he's strangely mystified, even though
she isn't the plastic type he usually goes for. After all,
she's a plain Jane and his usual type is pumped full of
silicone. He proposes something to Penelope that she
knows will change the course of her future. All her
needs will be taken care of-if she takes care of all of
his. With her bank account running low, she agrees,
but quickly finds out Blake's needs involve handcuffs,
blindfolds, and lots of handprints on her ass.

Syncing Forward
Alan and Denise Jackson's life seemed like a fairy tale:
high school sweethearts marry young and leave smalltown Georgia to pursue big dreams in Music City.
They pay their dues, work hard, weather deep
disappointments. Then their dreams come true. In
fairy tales, the Jacksons' material success―plus their
"perfect" marriage, their three beautiful daughters,
and their supportive families―would have signaled a
happily-ever-after ending. But real life is different
from fairy tales. At the pinnacle of their success, the
Jacksons separated. For Alan, musical renown fame,
and wealth still did not make up for the marital
problems the Jacksons had struggled with for years.
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And for Denise, building her life around Alan and
riding the tide of his success had somehow left her
hollow, unsure of just who she really was. You don't
have to be rich and famous to go through struggles
like these. Sooner or later, we all come to the point
when we relize that real joy and peace isn't just
around the corner of the next achievement, the next
relationship, the next new thing. That's why Alan and
Denise Jackson's story isn't just a great read and a
dramatic, intimate look at the golden world of
celebrity. It's a story of the greatest love of all, the
love that will never let you go . . . and how to find it,
no matter who you are, where you live, or what
you've done. "Denise's story is an inside perspective
on the results of the ups and downs of fame. Her
personal struggles with life's ordinary and
extraordinary consequences, her passion to have a
stronger marriage, and her desire to have a closer
walk with God make for a truly inspiring life." ―Carrie
Underwood, 2005 American Idol Winner, ACM & CMA
Female Vocalist of the Year

Cu: It's All about Him
Lizzie O'Malley is back with a purpose in life. Still
flighty and unpredictable, she knows that loving and
losing Teagan Gallagher has changed her life forever.
As she navigates her new life in Boston as a full time
working mother, she promises herself she will never
fall in love again. But can she keep that promise after
meeting Nick Sawyer, the gorgeous Texan who has
fallen for her? Follow Lizzie to Ireland where she
struggles with tragedy and rediscovers herself all over
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again.

It's All about Him
Trust Honor Love: An experiment of marital
proportions. Lucy Roberts is sick of the dating scene
and especially of what she can never have; The
Kerrigan brothers, specifically twins Will and Heath. A
bad run-in with Heath proves everything she already
knew about him; he's not Will. Agreeing to a new
experiment; she lets a panel of experts pick out her
future husband. Heathcliff Kerrigan is convinced Lucy
is made to be his and not Will's. Their family ties go
back decades, just like his love for her. After his
attempts to claim her go wrong, he lets her go. Or
does he? Making a drastic change, he decides to
partake in the same marriage experiment. Find out if
their destinies are truly tied to one another or not.
Trust has them risking everything. Honor gets them
down the aisle. Love will be the biggest test of all.

It's All About Him
Explains in simple terms how to make friends with
Jesus. Using a blend of stories, parables, and plain
teaching, the author explains how to surrender your
will, how to be converted daily, and how to
experience Christ's transforming power.

Bringing Him Back
It's time to eat but that doesn't mean that Marcus
Monkey's ready to eat. In this delightfully illustrated
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and written book Helen brings back our monkey
family we are growing to love. This time Helen artfully
depicted the meal time struggles of so many families.

Amore & More in Albuquerque
**3 Books in 1** FAT: Elsa Quinn has been bullied for
being fat all her life. On the start of her new year of
school, she makes a decision. She is going to lose
weight. Elsa joins a gym out of town to ensure it's top
secret. Noah Stewart lives for exercise. When he
wants to relax, he works out, pumps weights, and
runs to clear his head. After an embarrassing scene
by his crazed ex, Noah decides to exercise in a gym a
town over. When he meets Elsa, it seems too good to
be true. He can't let her out of his life when he knows
he can help her-even though she's already perfect to
him. Striking up a deal, he'll help Elsa get in shape,
and in return she will keep his new gym a secret. Day
after day, week after week, it's hard for Noah to not
see how beautiful Elsa is. He's struggling to keep his
hands to himself, and when he finally claims her, he
doesn't want to keep it a secret. Noah wants the
world to know Elsa belongs to him. What will happen
when their peers find out? Will Elsa be too scared to
stay with Noah? Will he let her go when he sees what
his ex does to her? BULLY NO MORE: Fat. Cow.
Chubby. Chunky. Those were just a few names Kurt
had called her growing up. He was her bully, and he
didn't care. One chemistry assignment changed
everything. Kim refused to give in to him, so he had
no choice but to leave. Ten years later, Kim's
stubbornness gives him the chance to show her that
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he's no longer her bully. Kim didn't like asking for
help, but Kurt made an offer she couldn't refuse. She
didn't want to be the girl that fell for the man who
hurt her. She was stronger than that. Kurt was not
that guy anymore, and no matter how much she tried
to fight the boy, this was a man. Can two complete
opposites find love? Can Kurt prove that he's no
longer a bully, and is in fact the perfect guy for her?
Will Kim take that chance? UGLY: In every element of
her life, even before she was born, Blake Carson has
failed. She isn't a boy, she isn't pretty, she doesn't fit
in-she is ugly. That is what she believes. All of her
faults make her ugly. Then he comes along. Logan
Black has met ugly head on, and lived to tell the tale.
Now he has moved to West County, to get away from
both his father and the pain of the past. He never
expected to meet his future, but there she sits in the
cafeteria at school, accepting everyone's judgment,
and worse, believing them. But Logan knows she isn't
ugly. She isn't a failure, and he is about to show her
another way. He is determined to be her friend-and
more. Then a fight brings his father to town, and
Logan runs, taking Blake with him. But they can't run
forever, and when an accident leaves them no choice,
they have to head home and face the consequences
of what they did. Can their love survive the real ugly
in the world?

Forever and Ever: Volume Six
Memories of the past. White wine. A simple vase of
colorful roses. Meet Paul Summer, a divorced author
who has lost his way. Earlier in his life Paul was a
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player, a metro-male, someone in total control of his
actions. Now, as a fifty-something middle-aged man,
he is just a shadow of his previous self, only going
through the motions of living. On a routine book
signing trip through Albuquerque, New Mexico Paul
meets two ladies who want to help him regain his lost
mojo. Shelby allows him to feel things he never
thought he would ever feel again while she gets
exactly what she wants from him. Kathy, an
acquaintance from his past, reminds him about the
things he used to believe in, how he influenced her
life, and what a colorful vase of roses once meant to
him. Another 'real-life' fiction tale from award-winning
author Philip Nork.

The Wrestler
Reagan Burnsfield has no interest in finding himself a
wife. But that's exactly what he must do when a
lumber contract falls through and threatens the family
business. Marrying the beautiful debutante Amanda
Bruester will solve his short term need as well as give
him the wife of his dreams. His courtship is hindered
until they are arrested after stumbling upon bounty
hunters hotly pursuing runaway slaves. In the ensuing
scandal, Amanda chooses marriage over betraying
her Aunt Gabriella's illegal activities in the
Underground Railroad. Yet, despite being properly
wed, another suitor, Derrick Banning, is determined to
break apart their hasty marriage. He fancies it is he,
not "that arrogant lumberman," who should be
enjoying Amanda's wealth. While snowed in at his
lumber camp, Amanda discovers papers that imply
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Reagan's offer of marriage wasn't the sacrifice she
thought it to be. Despite his assurances he acted to
protect her, Amanda begins to doubt everything
about him. To complicate matters, mysterious
scratches on Reagan's back seem to point to
infidelity, further proving he's the untrustworthy
knave Derrick claims him to be. When a prostitute's
body is found in his office and Reagan is arrested for
murder, Amanda flees to her Aunt's house until the
mystery can be solved.

It's Not You It's Him
Henry - My past is gruesome and unforgettable no
matter how hard I try to let go. Writing is my escape.
My only therapy. When I met my wife, had children,
and my career sky-rocketed, I thought I'd never revisit
those dark days again. So, the moment Blue Hill,
Maine beckons for me, I go willingly in an effort to
write the next big story. But when a ghost from my
past shows up, all of my carefully rebuilt walls come
crumbling down hard and fast. My only way of
defense is ripped from my grasp as this distraction
bounces into my life. Will I be able to sift through
what's fiction to find reality? Eli - I'm a serial killer. A
victim of narcissism and the need to satisfy my own
urges. I have a thirst to snuff out the lives of those
that remind me of her-the woman that ruined me-and
I take great pleasure in quenching that thirst. I have
no rules. No parameters. I do as I please. New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author, Henry
McElroy, is my god. His sick, twisted mind constructs
the world to which I rule. I would be nothing without
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him-my dark creator. *** What happens when Henry
McElroy's story begins to take a realistic form the
moment he sets foot in the sleepy, seaside town in
Maine? As soon as he begins sharing excerpts of his
book with his fans on social media, including an
obsessive one he meets in Blue Hill, bodies begin to
stack up in similar fashion to that of which he writes
about. Will the blame be placed on the town's newest
and most twisted visitor? Or will Henry be able to
prove his innocence and clear his name before it's too
late?

Deluge
It’s All about Him comes from an author who has
wrestled with God and her own emotions. The book
reveals how God has met her, leads her, and cared for
her in his faithfulness. Here is a practical, helpful work
for Christians who desire to grow in their life with God.
—Rev. Kent Meads, Community Presbyterian Church d
The statement “It’s all about Him” often leads to the
question “Who is he (him)?” When the author asks,
“Who do you think ‘he’ is?” she gets varying
responses. A few guessed it is God. When answering
the question from a biblical perspective, it becomes
clear God is the center of the universe: it’s all about
Him. This awareness conflicts with many of the
assumptions at work in today’s culture. A licensed
psychologist, Dr. Brittell came across the question
“What is it all about?” in many forms. People are
searching for meaning and attachment, sometimes in
all the wrong places. The loss of self—resulting from
anxiety, depression, and other disorders—is not only
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a personal loss but a cultural loss as well. For
Christians there are answers in the Bible. Many have
no idea how or where to find them. Those who are
unfamiliar with Christian principles may have no idea
where to begin looking for the answers. In reading It’s
All about Him you will find principles that were
established at the time of creation and have
continued to this day. Your sense of self, worth, and
purpose are found in relationship with God. Finding
God in a world full of noise, clutter, and fantasies is
not always easy, but it is always simple. “An excellent
study for a small group setting.” —Rev. Rich Latta,
pastor, Dinuba Presbyterian Church

After Love Leaves
In a society that encourages us to believe it's all
about "me, me, me," it is a novel concept to discover
it's really all about Christ. When we fail to recognize
it's all about Him and begin to think that it is all about
us, we are setting ourselves up for a great fall, shares
Bishop Nate Holcomb in this thought-provoking new
book It's All About Him: The Doctrine of Christ. How
can the righteous prepare for battle? You can commit
to learning Christ's doctrine and the six guiding
principles. Don't miss this chance to obtain these
spiritual life-saving lessons Accentuated by
theological linguistic history and backed by scriptural
documentation, It's All About Him relates that most
Christians sadly cannot enunciate or enumerate the
principles of the doctrine of Christ -- even if their lives
depend on it. Ironically, the spiritual life of a Christian
does, in fact, depend on these paramount teachings.
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This masterfully written book is an important weapon
for every Christian's war chest.

It's All about Him
It’s 1995 and James Eastman never met his real
grandfather Ben because he died in 1944 in the South
Pacific. Then after James discovers a functioning time
machine in the basement of an old abandoned home,
he time travels back to 1944. James was disguised as
a USMC Marine Corsair pilot and was able to finagle
orders to the same island where Ben was stationed.
But after James saves Ben’s life, he learns the horrible
truth on how he was shot down in the first place.

It's Time to Eat
It's All about Him comes from an author who has
wrestled with God and her own emotions. The book
reveals how God has met her, leads her, and cared for
her in his faithfulness. Here is a practical, helpful work
for Christians who desire to grow in their life with God.
--Rev. Kent Meads, Community Presbyterian Church d
The statement "It's all about Him" often leads to the
question "Who is he (him)?" When the author asks,
"Who do you think 'he' is?" she gets varying
responses. A few guessed it is God. When answering
the question from a biblical perspective, it becomes
clear God is the center of the universe: it's all about
Him. This awareness conflicts with many of the
assumptions at work in today's culture. A licensed
psychologist, Dr. Brittell came across the question
"What is it all about?" in many forms. People are
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searching for meaning and attachment, sometimes in
all the wrong places. The loss of self--resulting from
anxiety, depression, and other disorders--is not only a
personal loss but a cultural loss as well. For Christians
there are answers in the Bible. Many have no idea
how or where to find them. Those who are unfamiliar
with Christian principles may have no idea where to
begin looking for the answers. In reading It's All about
Him you will find principles that were established at
the time of creation and have continued to this day.
Your sense of self, worth, and purpose are found in
relationship with God. Finding God in a world full of
noise, clutter, and fantasies is not always easy, but it
is always simple. "An excellent study for a small
group setting." --Rev. Rich Latta, pastor, Dinuba
Presbyterian Church

Eight Days
***** Warning: This book contains some disturbing
situations, dubious consent, strong language, and
violence.***** Becca Campbell is a mother, friend,
and widow to a war hero (may he rot in hell). She just
wants to raise her daughter right and keep her bedand-breakfast afloat in this economy. Her traumatic
past leaves her with no desire for a relationship—until
Grayson James walks through her door. He’s not the
type of man you can easily say “no” to. Becca can’t
quite understand the pull she feels toward him. But
then his controlling nature starts to push her
away—and into Ray McNeil’s comforting arms. Which
is right where Ray has always wanted her. Who will
Becca choose? Will she finally give in to her feelings
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for Ray, or continue the tumultuous relationship with
Grayson? Only one thing is certain—either choice will
mean saying goodbye to caution.

Stan
Now that Shane Templar has stripped the armour
from Matt Langer's heart, will either of them ever be
safe again? Though two years past, Matthew Langer is
still getting over the death of a loved one. He's
steered clear of serious relationships, but when he
meets the irascible, dirty mouthed and tempestuous
Shane Templar that decision has never been harder.
Shane is sexy, warm and funny, and Matthew finds
himself trying like hell not to fall for him. Especially
when Shane, with his quick wit and hacking skills, is
quick to stand up for justice and avenge wrongs. Then
Shane strikes at the wrong target, and Matthew
realises just how far he's already fallen. At the threat
of losing for good yet another man who has broken
through his armour, Matthew finds his heart stripped
bare. He must face the demons of his soul or a future
without love.

Love and Grace
No matter how poor their lives were wrestling would
make it all better, even if it was for an hour. Nicky and
his family were very poor. Every winter there was at
least a month with no electricity at their home. The
Wrestler-Nicky was bullied starting at the age of
thirteen.
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At a Glance
Totaled is a full length, new adult, contemporary
romance novel. Due to mature content, profane
language, and sexual situations, this book is
recommended for ages 18 and up. Bree Murphy is
stuck. Forced to grow up too fast after the tragic
death of her mother, she has little time for any sort of
life for herself. Now in her early twenties, she is
coming to the realization that she deserves to put
herself first. Drew Dougherty is also stuck, in a state
of merely existing. Memories and secrets of the day
he lost both of his parents haunt him, forcing him to
cope the only way he knows howby fighting. When
these two worlds collide, hidden truths are revealed
and relationships are put to the ultimate test. At a
crossroad in their lives, they must decide if taking a
risk is worth everything. Or will their love be Totaled.

Warfare Strategies
When Brad Sorenson crossed paths with Zoe
O'Loughlin at a high school graduation party, the
connection was undeniable. He noticed her when no
one else did; she inspired him to want more out of
life. But it would be years before they'd meet
againand in the most unlikely of places. Brad was
looking for a good time online, not love. But Zoe was
so sweet, so kind. Everything about her was perfectuntil she fell in love with him. Zoe doesn't know why
Brad left her standing in an airport; he won't return
her calls or texts. With her self-esteem and dreams
shattered, she can't imagine ever loving anyone else.
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When a single phone call changes Brad's life forever
he wants just one thing: to make amends with the
only woman that's ever mattered. Will his first love
give him a second chance or will Zoe turn her back on
love for good?

It's All about Him
Fiddler's Ridge-dark, brooding, its ancient forest
rarely disturbed by trespassers-was a dangerous
place for fools. Young mill worker, Billy Paul Haferty
was about to learn why. He was only looking for a bit
of entertainment, he told himself as he climbed the
ridge one evening. There was no harm in it, the wellbeaten path he followed indicated that plenty of
people had been here before him. When he reached
his destination, a lonely cabin deep in the forest, he
felt ridiculous explaining the purpose of his visit to the
cold-eyed woman who lived there. She asked if he
knew the cost of what he was seeking, and scoffed at
the wad of bills he pulled from his pocket. "That paper
don't have nothin' to do with you," she said. "Might as
well toss it to the wind for all the value it's got to him
who will help you." It was a warning, but he shrugged
it off. Weeks later, as he lay in the woods waiting to
die, he told himself he should have known better. A
Being capable of giving him his heart's desire wasn't
going to be satisfied with a boosted load of lumber or
a case of shine as payment. He should have known it
would cost him his soul.

Stripped Bare
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Threads of Betrayal
Skye begins to believe that she and Cayson can never
work out their differences. The rest of the gang
becomes just as irritated with Cayson, and Skye feels
better knowing she isn’t alone. Despite the advances
the handsome Ward makes toward her, she insists
there’s only one man who will ever have her heart.
But that changes when Skye spots Cayson doing
something she can never forgive. Cayson keeps going
back and forth in his debate about Skye. He knows he
loves her, but is that enough to put the past behind
him? When Sean comes to his apartment for another
talk, he tells Cayson something that will forever
change his life. And it might be enough to get his
head on straight. Roland’s life is coming together
when he’s offered a promotion at his job. With a
paycheck coming in and enough money to get his
own place, everything is falling into place. But when
he attends a party with Heath, Skye makes a
comment about Heath that he can’t shake off. Conrad
turns to his father for yet another favor, but he isn’t
sure if his dad will help him once again.

Trust Honor Love
Explains in simple terms how to make friends with
Jesus. Using a blend of stories, parables, and plain
teaching, the author explains how to surrender your
will, how to be converted daily, and how to
experience Christ's transforming power.

Unchosen
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A Collection of Matt Shaw's heartbreaking dramas
Matt Shaw does not just write horror. In fact, when
asked what his favourite books are, he often names
the tales collected within this set. Stories of
heartbreak, loss and grief - all with an element of
hope A hope we often forget when dealing with grief.
Contained within this collection Heaven's Calling BOY:
Built to Love The Missing Years of Thomas Pritchard
(unpublished short story) Alone Heaven's Calling Josh
and Holly could face anything thrown at them all the
time they had each other. Their love would conquer
anything and the world was their oyster. But when a
tragic accident tears Josh away from Holly she
realises that, without her husband, she cannot cope
and her world begins to crumble; her loss being more
than she can handle. Until, that is, she receives a
phone call. Her late husband. The same time every
day; he doesn't appear to know what has happened to
him and Holly can't bring herself to tell him. She isn't
even sure if it really is him calling or whether it's all in
her tormented mind. Especially seeing as the calls
only happen when she is alone. Is it all in her head,
has she gone mad, or is heaven really calling? Boy:
Built to Love No parent should have to bury their own
child and yet that was exactly what they had to do.
Stillborn; a young boy never to open his eyes to take
in the world around him. And now Lucy and Jack's
marriage was on the verge of crumbling under the
strain of the grief they struggled to cope with. A grief
made worse when the doctors tell them they'll never
be able to have a child of their own due to
complications from the last pregnancy. But what if it
didn't have to be that way? What if there was a way
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of using science and technology to create a son they
could love? What if Jack was able to use Artificial
Intelligence to create A Boy: Built to Love? Is the
answer to their problems to be found within the world
of science-fiction or are they setting themselves up
for yet more grief and sadness? The Missing Years of
Thomas Pritchard August 3rd. 6:03am. The tranquil
summer's morning was shattered by the desperate
screams of Thomas' mother echoing down the near
deserted suburban street. The few people milling
about outside getting ready for their daily business
had said they couldn't make out what the cries were
about when they were interviewed. Not initially. Not
until Anne, a pretty woman in her early thirties with
shoulder length blonde hair, spilled out onto the
street wearing nothing more than her dressing gown
and slippers anxiously calling out for her five year old
son, Thomas, to come out from wherever he was
hiding. Eye witnesses reported Anne was closely
followed by her husband Bill - a professional, cleanshaven man in his late thirties with dark, short hair half dressed for work in his suit trousers and
unbuttoned white shirt, and that he too looked just as
frantic as the mother did. The year was 2003; the
year Thomas disappeared from his home without a
trace. * * * * * August 3rd. 6:03am. A young, fragile
looking hand knocked confidently on the white PVC of
the front door to number twenty-two. The hand
belonged to a smartly dressed, skinny fourteen year
old, fresh-faced boy. Whilst waiting for an answer to
his knocking he slid a brown leather satchel off his
shoulder down onto the floor as though the weight
was too much for him to bear any more. He went to
knock again but stopped himself when he heard the
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sound of footsteps from the other side of the door as
the freshly woken homeowner came to answer his
initial knocking. There was the slightest of pauses as
keys were twisted in locks before the door opened as
much as the strong, gold, security chain would permit
it to. "Can I help you?" asked the homeowner, a frail
looking woman in her late sixties. "Where's my
mum?" asked the boy. The year was 2012; the year
Thomas came home.

It’S All About Him
After three years, Maren Summers is elated to finally
have her dream wedding to her dream man, Kevin
Bryant. In her sights is the promotion to weddings
she's worked so hard for at the newspaper. Happily
ever after is within her grasp Until Kevin jilts her at
the altar, elopes with another woman, and becomes
her boss. Devastated by the twisted turn of events
Maren moves in with her best friend and notices the
not-so-homeless guy on the corner, Zane Whitfield. As
his heart-wrenching tale unfolds-his vow to wait a
year on the corner for his lost love-Maren sees his
compassionate human-interest story as her ticket
away from Kevin, weddings, and her heartache. But
as the New Year approaches, is Maren headed for
heartache again when Zane's lost love returns or has
time changed more than one heart?

Blue Hill Blood
Ever wonder why your guy can t seem to understand
you? Is he avoiding intimacy? Obsessed with his
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image? Is he just incapable of empathizing with
you?Well, when your guy is a narcissist, it has nothing
to do with you . . . it s all about him.In this engaging
collection of personal anecdotes combined with
current scientific research, Lisa E. Scott examines the
typical traits of pathological narcissism. Clear
examples from her own experiences help Lisa explain
how a narcissist is dependent on a significant other to
provide him the praise and attention he craves.
Everything you do will never be enough.Narcissists
perfect the art of charm, usually seeming too good to
be true. So what can you do to protect yourself from a
narcissist?It s All About Him will help you examine the
men in your life and see through their charming
facades. You will learn Why you fall for him Why he
does what he does How to move on if you ve been
hurtMost important of all, It s All About Him will help
you prevent the heartache that comes from falling in
love with a narcissist.

On the Corner of Heartache & Love
When Noah tells his family that an unknown God is
about to destroy the world and he has been instructed
to build a huge ship, they start fearing for his sanity.
That is until the day a group of mysterious strangers
appear out of the desert claiming to have been sent
by God to help Noah build his ark. As construction on
the massive ship progresses, relations between
Noah's family and their neighbors deteriorate into
ugly confrontations and threats of violence. As the
ship nears completion, it starts to rain. And then the
real problems begin.
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Night Radio
Jake Mulholland dreams of becoming the next great
rock 'n' roll radio personality. But his appetite for love
conflicts with his thirst for success. In an effort for
redemption, he plans a special New Year's Eve
broadcast that will be the biggest challenge of his life.
Night Radio is the story of dreams just out of reach.
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